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We were lucky enough to get the whole crew together back in December for our holiday barbecue celebrations!

January 2022
Welcome to our first monthly
newsletter - the Inside Soup! Each
month we'll give you the inside
scoop (get it?!) on our customers,
people and projects.
Mojo Soup had an unusual start to
2022 - like many companies we
were looking forward to reuniting
in the office after the holiday

period but for now it's back to
remote working and reuniting
from a distance. This hasn’t
stopped our momentum that we
carried over from last year and we
are happy to report we had our
strongest and busiest November
and December months on record
and 2022 doesn’t look to be
slowing down any time soon!
Despite the atypical start to the
year we have big goals for 2022

and can't wait to kick them. This
year we are focused on delivering
excellent service to our loyal
Customers and expanding our
Customer base, continuing to
innovate with how we approach and
solve solutions, and growing our
team capability and capacity.
We hope this newsletter provides
each of you a little insight to our
team and our continued evolution
throughout 2022.

MOJOSOUP
Project Spotlight
This month we'll have a look at our customer who
needed to automate their Property Expense Request
(PER) process which requires users to capture
information about a pathology collection centre
alongside financial aspects of the site for review and
approval. This data is primarily used to forecast revenue
and costs from all leased sites, and to notify users of key
information related to approvals, lease and licensing
renewals.
Our solution? The PER Power App! This provides users a
central location to manage Approved Collection Centre's
(ACC), Property Expenditure Requests (PER), Leases and
Medicare Licenses.
We designed, configured, and implemented the solution
on the Microsoft Dataverse and configured a custom
model-driven Power App user interface and associated
Power Automate flows that is supported by a Power BI
report set.
The application enables users to enter, edit/change, and
seek approval through the PER process in addition to
providing data to the analytics tool Power BI for
advanced reporting requirements.

By implementing complex approval workflows and the
integration of the financial model within the application,
we achieved a streamlined approval process.

Soupian Du Jour
Kat started with Mojo Soup in 2019 and has
progressed to a Senior Consultant working across
strategy consulting, business process improvement,
business analysis, and change management. Kat also
leads our customer experience program internally.
Let's get to know Kat Lee!
What's something we wouldn't see on your resume?
I have a slight obsession with trying new restaurants
and bars which has developed into a massive food
map of Brisbane (and really every other city I've spent
more than one month in)
Most exciting achievement at Mojo Soup?
Delivering my first training session to a wide set of
users on a project that I involved in from start to
finish. This experience showed me that I was a skilled
trainer and sparked my interest to learn more about
change management.
Last concert you went to?
Wow it's been a WHILE - probably Six60

Customer Insights
In Case You Missed It
Head to mojosoup.com.au/blog/ to catch up on our
latest blogs:
Extracting data out of Dynamics 365 Business
Central
What are your demand buckets?
How do you know your team’s available capacity to
do work?

Mojo Soup (Kat and Zoe) has been busy the last 6
months preparing a Customer Experience (CX) strategy
which has enabled us to commence seeking customer
feedback from our valued Customers. Part of that
feedback to date has been focused on Customers
wanting to learn more about Mojo Soup’s capability
and solutions, and as such, this newsletter was born!
We will provide some more CX updates in coming
months, but want you to know ‘we do listen and we do
care’ about our Customers.

